Beat intruders at your perimeter with the
RotaSpike anti climb barrier

The aggressive spikes make RotaSpike a
formidable anti climb barrier as well as a
great visual deterrent

With its fearsomely sharp rotating steel blades on
a steel tube, RotaSpike offers excellent protection
against would be intruders

Easy to install almost anywhere!
RotaSpike can be supplied with brackets that are available
for fixing above any type of fence, gate or wall. This makes
it easy to utilise on buildings, to protect vulnerable points,
for example upstairs windows where it can be possible for
intruders to gain access from adjacent buildings or roofs.

Security that’s finished to last
Manufactured entirely from galvanised steel, RotaSpike is
also available as an option with an additional durable,
baked on coloured paint coating
…so it stays looking not only fierce, but good too.
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Product Specification:
Material:
all components - galvanised steel

Central Shaft:
41.0 mm overall diameter - 2.0 metre Length
(6.0 metre lengths available to special order)

Joining Spigot:
used to join two shaft lengths together

Which Brackets do you need?

Rotating Blades:
overall diameter (point to point) 220mm - 90mm long

Fixing Brackets:
there is choice of fixing brackets available - which
should be installed at 2-3 metre centres (2.0 metre
centres are recommended for horizontal runs)

Flat End Bracket
465 mm

Overall Length:

N/A

Central Shaft - 2 metre length
Prod Ref: PS ROTSPS2

Flat Interim Bracket

“L” Shape Interim Bracket

“L” Shape End Bracket

Prod Ref: PS ROTSPKBFI

Prod Ref: PS ROTSPKBI

Prod Ref: PS ROTSPKBE

Overall Height:
Overall Length:

465 mm

Overall Height:

N/A

Overall Length:

245 mm

Overall Height:

100 mm

Overall Length:

245 mm
100 mm

Fixing Holes:

4 x 10 mm

Fixing Holes:

2 x 10 mm

Fixing Holes:

2 x 10 mm

Fixing Holes:

2 x 10 mm

Material:

65 x 3 mm

Material:

65 x 3 mm

Material:

65 x 3 mm

Material:

65 x 3 mm

Why not make your life easier?

PLEASE NOTE: “Warning Signs” must be
displayed where this product is installed.
Check out our range of “Anti Climb Spike” signs
on our website or call for details: 01273 475500

Our range of Fast-Fix masonry fixings will
speed up you installation, or choose from our
range of Security Fastenings for added security

.
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Overall Height:

For fixing to Palisade Fencing, the Flat type
brackets as shown below, offer a great solution.

Joining Spigot (joins 2 shaft lengths)
Prod Ref: PS ROTSPC

Rotating Spiked Vanes / Blades
Prod Ref: PS ROTSPV

Prod Ref: PS ROTSPKBFE

For fixing to wall tops or other flat surface, use
the “L” shaped brackets shown below.

